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Willington – Manor Site 

Vigil 1: Stables – 21:00 to 21:30 

Steph sits facing the south-southwest. For the positions of the team members see the plan on the next 

page. 

21:00 Trevor measures the temperature at +3.5ºC. 

21:05 Trevor places his KII meter at approximately seven metres to his left, then places his DVR 

approximately three metres in front of him. 

21:07 Steph feels a warm waft of air go past her from the west-southwest going towards the north-

northeast. This warm air smells like hot metal or an engine.  

21:10 Trevor takes an EMF reading of 0.1mg. 

21:17 Steph hears a noise somewhere off to her right which sounded like someone scraping mud off 

their boots on stone. 

21:20 Trevor moves the KII meter another five metres to widen the sweep. 

21:21 Steph gets a very cold chill come over her for a few seconds then returns back to normal.  

21:30 Trevor takes another temperature reading; this stayed the same as the previous measurement. 

 Steph and Trevor take photos and end the vigil. 

Vigil 2: Dovecote – 21:40 to 22:10 

For the positions of the team members see the plan on the next page. 

21:40 Trevor took a temperature reading of +3.9ºC. 

21:42 Steph notes the sound of ducks and/or geese coming from the north. 

 Trevor placed his KII meter approximately seven metres in front of him and his 

DVR approximately three metres to his right outside one of the doors. 

21:45 Trevor took an EMF reading of 0.1mg. 

21:58 Trevor notes that the security light on the building behind the stables comes on, this he notes is 

caused by a rabbit, Trevor notes a chill feeling at the same time and checks the temperature 

which he notes has dropped to +2.9ºC but is now rising back to +3.9ºC. 

22:03 A security light from a nearby house has come on. Steph notes that this has illuminated the 

fence to her left. Steph then observes the shadow (against the lit up fence) of someone walk 

across in front of the light and back again and thinks this was probably Trevor or one of the 

team investigating the stables. [Editors Note: Bill was doing his vigil at the end of the stables, 

between the light and Steph’s location, and he did not move or stand up until 22:08]. 
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22:10 Steph asks Trevor if he 

got up during the vigil 

and especially whilst 

the light was on, to 

which he replied he did 

not, to which Steph 

stated that she had seen 

a shadow on the fence 

whilst the light was on. 

 Steph and Trevor take 

photos and end the 

vigil. 

Post-Vigil 

After Vigil 2, Steph asks 

Trevor if he had moved during 

the vigil and he confirmed he 

had not. She also checked with 

the members of Team 3 who 

were at the stables who also 

confirmed that they did not 

walk around at any time during 

the vigil. Team 3 also reported 

that they did not see anyone 

walking around.  

Vigil 3: Church – 22:20 to 22:50 

For the positions of the team members see the plan above. 

22:35 Trevor places his KII meter near to the church doorway and the DVR halfway down the path. 

22:40 Trevor takes a temperature reading of +2.7ºC noticing a distinct chill. 

22:43 Steph hears tapping coming from somewhere around the church door or window to its left. She 

notes there were about five taps, a pause, and then a further few taps.  

22:45 Trevor takes an EMF reading of 0.1mg. 

22:50 Steph and Trevor take photos and end vigil. 

Post-Vigil 

After the vigil, Steph went to stand closer to the church door to listen for the taps she heard during the 

vigil. She was only able to stand there a short while but did not hear the taps. She thinks the taps could 

have possibly been caused by something structural on the church.  
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Wilden – Ravensden Road 

Walk 

23:30 Trevor takes a reading of +2.3ºC from the parked cars. 

23:55 Trevor notes that the temperature has dropped to +1.5ºC with ice patches forming on the road. 

 The team note that the area is very open and rural. 

00:00 The team reach Ravensden, without any occurrences. 

00:30 The team return to their cars and end the investigation. 

Steph did not see anything unusual on the walk from Wilden to Ravensden but she did have an 

uncomfortable feeling while walking along the last bend in the road before Ravensden as marked on 

the plan below. 
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Equipment List 

Steph Digital Camera: Samsung PL81 

Gauss Meter 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: Tecpel DIT-512 

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Trevor Digital Camera: Kodak Easyshare C713 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-3500PC 

EMF Detector: Lutron 822A 

EMF meter: K-II  

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

 


